BAY PARKING TO THE LEFT
There are two methods.
Method 1.
1)

Drive slowly along the bays about 1 metre away.

As the nearest line of the empty bay aligns with the left door pillar stop
the car.
3)

Observations all around, last one over right shoulder.

4)

Drive the car SLOWLY forward whilst briskly steering
to achieve a Right Lock. straighten the wheels by turning the
steering wheel one and a half turns to the left STOP the car!
The car will now be at a 45degree angle.

5)

Select reverse gear, Observations all around, and looking out of the
REAR window, drive the car slowly backwards and turn the wheel to
achieve a Left lock.

6)

Quick observations all around and you will see the line of the bay
appear in your right door mirror.

7)

Looking out of the rear window keep reversing slowly and you will
see the other line appear in your left door mirror.

8)

As soon as the vehicle is aligned parallel to the lines, straighten
your steering wheel one and a half turns to the
right .

9)

Quick observation over your right shoulder to see when to stop the
vehicle.
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Bay Parking – Method 1 – Illustration. (Think Turn in the Road)
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Method 2.
1. Drive slowly along the bays about a metre away.
2. By counting the bays using the empty bay as ONE, Drive up to bay
THREE and stop the car when the door pillar is in the MIDDLE of the
THIRD bay.
3. Select reverse gear, observations all around the last being over your
RIGHT shoulder.
4. Looking out of the REAR window, SLOWLY reverse the car and turn
the steering wheel BRISKLY to the left to achieve a LEFT LOCK.
5. A glance in your left door mirror will indicate how far you are away
from the bay.
6. Keep looking out of your rear window and glancing in the left door
mirror to ensure you are clear.
7. As the car reverses into the bay, glance into your right door mirror to
ensure you are clear.
8. Once in the bay, straighten the wheels.
9. Looking out of the rear window, reverse slowly, and a glance over your
right shoulder to see when to stop the vehicle.
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Bay Parking – Method 2 – Illustration.
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BAY PARKING TO THE RIGHT

1. Drive slowly along the bays about a metre away.
2. Using the empty bay as bay ONE. Drive up to the line between bay
THREE and FOUR and stop when the line is aligned with the right
door pillar
3. Select reverse gear, observations all around last one over your
LEFT shoulder.
4. Reverse slowly and turn the steering wheel BRISKLY to the right
to achieve a right lock.
5. Looking mainly out of the rear window and glancing occasionally in
your right door mirror to ensure you are clear.
6. A glance in your left door mirror when the car is almost in the bay
will determine whether you are lined up.
7. Once the car is “in” the bay straighten your steering wheel.
8. Looking out of the rear window, reverse slowly and a look over your
right shoulder to see when to stop.
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